Boston Rampage Leaves 9 Injured

\[\text{Ref: Ken Nance. Nance was a noted Boston police photographer who covered the event.}\]

Nance Wants Law Tested

\[\text{Ref: Ken Nance, a Boston police photographer, who covered the event.}\]

Boren Reform Attacked

\[\text{Ref: Tulsa Police Department.} \]

Police Jail 2 in Murder Oscar

\[\text{Ref: Tulsa Police Department.} \]

Strangle Suspect Hunted

\[\text{Ref: Police in Tulsa.} \]

Pentagon Confirms Drugging Of Refugees

\[\text{Ref: The Pentagon.} \]

Tulsa Vote Probe Starts

\[\text{Ref: Tulsa County Commission.} \]

Siamese Twins Separated

\[\text{Ref: A Siamese twin birth.} \]

Army Drug Test Fail

\[\text{Ref: The Army.} \]

Inside News

\[\text{Tulsa County Commissionaire Louis B. Cates.} \]

Crime Hits 37 Million

\[\text{Ref: The crime rate in Tulsa.} \]

2 Cowboys Flee Prison, 1 Corraled

\[\text{Ref: Tulsa County Jail.} \]

Midwest City Votes Bonds

\[\text{Ref: Midwest City.} \]

Kissinger Discounts Plot Story

\[\text{Ref: Henry Kissinger.} \]

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Kissinger, writing in The New York Times, said the counter-plot of the Provisional Government was “an illusion.” He added that the story was “a fantasy.”

The survey, undertaken for the Islamic Defense League, indicated that more than half of the 17 million voters in the United States voted for the Provisional Government.

Army drug tests failed on 15 Army employees, according to a source close to the six-member panel.

Four of the five men who were killed were identified as John M. Johnson, 29, of Oklahoma City; Don E. McClellan, 21, of Tulsa; and Bob L. Smith, 23, of Muskogee.

The survey, undertaken for the Islamic Defense League, indicated that more than half of the 17 million voters in the United States voted for the Provisional Government.

Army drug tests failed on 15 Army employees, according to a source close to the six-member panel.
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The survey, undertaken for the Islamic Defense League, indicated that more than half of the 17 million voters in the United States voted for the Provisional Government.

Army drug tests failed on 15 Army employees, according to a source close to the six-member panel.
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HOME APPLIANCE FEATURES

SAVE $20.95!

Kenmore Zig-Zag Sewing Machine

Kenmore Powermate® Vacuum Cleaner

Kenmore Powermate® Vacuum Cleaner

Stocks

SAVE $30.99! 8-Track Play-

Record Stereo
SPECIAL PURCHASE
OF DISCONTINUED MODELS
FROM MAGNAVOX

25" Analog SOLID-STATE COLOR TV
automatically adjusts the picture to changing room light...

NOW ONLY $548

SAVE UP TO 50%
ON DISCONTINUED HIGH PERFORMANCE STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEMS!

SAVE $300 Now Only $299.95

We're Clearing Prices from 20,000 Stereo Components...

FEDDERS
PRIOR YEAR MODEL ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
GOOD SELECTION NOW AT BIG SAVINGS!

END OF SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE!
WE ARE NOT WAITING UNTIL SEPT. TO REDUCE PRICES... DUE TO UNUSUALLY COOL JULY WEATHER WE HAVE LARGE INVENTORY THAT MUST BE SOLD NOW! MANY BELOW OUR REPLACEMENT COST!

Gibson Air Conditioner
BIG 16,500 BTU
$247

*2 SPEED COOLING
*ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT

FEDDERS
PRIOR YEAR MODEL ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
GOOD SELECTION NOW AT BIG SAVINGS!

6,000 BTU $158
8,000 BTU $188
10,000 BTU $209
12,000 BTU $239
15,000 BTU $269
16,500 BTU $299

Gibson Air Conditioner
BIG 16,500 BTU
$247

*2 SPEED COOLING
*ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT

FEDDERS
PRIOR YEAR MODEL ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
GOOD SELECTION NOW AT BIG SAVINGS!
Okmulgee's Doctor Hunt Pays Off

With our members' help we can keep our rates as low as possible.

Pardon's Go To 1,000

Hay Ring Smashed

Barry Says Lie Tests Passed

PAC 8 Boss Predicts Budget Cuts

Walker, Hailey Nab Feature Victories

Brennan Drops Heartbreaker

New Zealander Cracks Mile

Shockers Hope To Shed 'Patsy' Image
Oil Issues Lead Gains By Stock Market In Light Trading

New York Stock Exchange

American

190 Big Names Climb Higher As Volatile Activity Continues

The Dow Jones Industrial Average, which had been down 31 points at the open, rose 40 points to close at 2319.58. The S&P 500 rose 8.9 points to 784.70. The Nasdaq Composite Index gained 11.4 points to 1783.20. A sharp rally in oil prices helped boost the market.

Crude oil futures rose sharply, with West Texas Intermediate crude futures gaining over 3% to $73 per barrel. This helped boost energy stocks, which had been under pressure earlier in the day. The energy sector was up 3.5%.

Other sectors that rose include technology, health care, and consumer discretionary. The technology sector was up 1.5%, the health care sector was up 2%, and the consumer discretionary sector was up 1.8%.

The Federal Reserve will release its policy meeting minutes on Wednesday, which could provide further insights into the central bank's thinking about interest rates. A key event of the week will be the earnings reports that will be released by major companies in the coming days.

Earnings reports from companies such as Apple, Amazon, and Google are expected to provide guidance on the health of the economy and the outlook for corporate profits.
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Outstanding Value.

Buy 2 pairs, save 4.98

Our winning Skips® for men and boys are in the lead for value, long-wear.

If you’re heading Back-to-School, you’ll need Skips® for active sports. Study the facts and you’ll know why these are tops. Sturdy cotton army duck uppers have extra-strength nylon stitching at strain points. Underfoot are fully cushioned insoles and arches for comfort and rugged treaded soles for traction. They machine-wash, too. White, black, red, navy, gold. Medium. Men’s 6½-11½, boys' 11-6.

Our game is serving you.